
Interviewer: Since attending New Tech, what are your overall thoughts on how it 
has helped improve you for the better?
Student (Isaiah Bromm, Sophomore):  I have definitely advanced my knowledge of real 
world events and problems. I have improved greatly with working with groups, and have 
learned how to deal with Technology. 

Interviewer: How has your experience from attending New Tech helped advise 
others that are considering it? 
Student (Emily Walker, Senior): Here at New Tech, I have been offered opportunities 
that I would not have been offered at the other building. Alongside community 
interactions, communication skills, and project based learning, each New Tech student 
is given the skills they will use throughout their lifetime. Judging from this, it is easy to 
advise students to have this experience as well. 

Interviewer: How has New Tech affected your over all working experience? 
Teacher (Madame Couch, World Studies): I have truly appreciated the family 
atmosphere and the influence of trust, respect, and responsibility. I love watching the 
students evolve from a timid freshman into a responsible citizen, ready to change the 
world. 

Interviewer: What is one major thing that makes New Tech stand out?
Student (Jenny Anderson, Freshman): The respect that the students show the teachers 
and that the teachers show the students. Everyone is so nice to each other and very 
accepting of each other’s differences.

Interviewer: What has New Tech taught you on real world experience?
Student (Adrian Stout, Junior): New Tech has allowed me to have much of my school 
work relate to the workforce. My biology class did an experiment on someone having a 
disease. We had to make a questionnaire for our patient to fill out as if they were really 
attending a doctor’s office. The actors came in and acted out the disease. This is just 
one example of a class that has given me real world experience. 


